I. Introduction
VCS was first introduced by Naor and Shamir. As described in [1] and [2] , it is a secret sharing scheme which focuses on sharing secret images. This idea as proposed in [3] is to divide a secret image into number of random shares. These shares can't provide any information about secret image. However, they can bestow the size of the secret image. By stacking two shares the secret image which has been divided can be recovered. Therefore, it is understood that VCS takes an image as input and generate random shares that satisfy the conditions such as a) Secret image can't be obtained from any forbidden subset of shares. b) Secret image can be recovered from a subset of shares. The speciality of VCS is that, the secret image in Fig. 1 has two random shares namely (a) and (b). When they are distributed to different participants, they can't individually recover image. By stacking both the shares, it is possible to obtain original secret image. fig.1 , the VCS system converts given IMGE into random shares. To the naked eye, the random shares do not providing meaning. The VCS system has many applications in the real world. They include transmission of military orders securely, authentication and authorization [4] , transmitting passwords [6) and so on. The researchers worldwide focused in physical properties like color, pixel expansion etc. For instance in [14] proposed a construction of VCS based on threshold for levels of whiteness; color VCS was considered in [9] - [12] . In [13] a scheme is proposed which allows sharing of multiple secret images. Naor et al. [3] introduced EVCS (Extended Visual Cryptography Scheme) with a simple example. This paper proposes EVCS corresponding to VCS. The EVCS takes a secret image and the original share images as input and generates shares that can satisfy the criteria given below.  Secret image can be recovered from any subset of shares.  Forbidden shares can't be used to obtain secret image.  All the shares are meaningful images. EVCS is something similar to steganography where covering shares are meaningful and people do not suspect and detect the images that actually contain secret image. In [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] and [19] EVCSs were proposed. In [20] half toning techniques were used by Zhou et al. in their EVCS. They also used complementary images for covering sharing images' visual information. Error diffusion technique was used by Wang et al. to propose three EVCSs [21] and that resulted in nice looking shares. Complementary shares are also used by their first EVCS as proposed in [20] . Auxiliary black pixels are used in their second EVCS for covering shares information. Wang et al. proposed the method of their third EVCS. Each qualified subset in method 2 of Wang et al. does not require complementary images. Instead this method is only used for threshold access structure. The process of generating auxiliary black pixels of the method is similar to the approach followed in this paper. In case of third method Wang et al. the shared images are changed besides getting extra black pixels in order to cover visual information. The drawback of this method is the fact that each share gets affected in terms of visual effect by the content of other shares. That is also affected by the content of original share images. fig. 4 which is taken from [21] . For the same size images the fig. 3 also shows the result of proposed scheme.
II. Vcs And Halftoning Technique
In this section the conventional VCS and Halftoning technique are described before presenting the proposed scheme in the next section. In traditional VCS the participants of secret sharing scheme are represented as V = {0, 1, 2, …, n-1). The qualified and forbidden subsets are represented as (Γ Qual, Γ Forb) . The minimal qualified access structure and the maximum forbidden access structure are computed as follows: and
A. Halftoning Technique using Dithering Matrix
The drawbacks of VCSs proposed in [3] , [7] , [8] and [16] is that they can't work with gray scale image. The VCS that works with gray scale images was proposed by MacPherson [22] . Its main drawback is that it has long pixel expansion. Another technique introduced to work with gray scale images for visual cryptography is known as halftoning technique used in [11] , [18] , [23] , [24] and [25] . The halftoning technique is also known as dithering technique. It is best used to covert a gray scale image into a binary image. This approach is every effective as the binary image allows the VCS to be applied as described in [3] , [8] , [7] and [16] . There are many types of algorithms existed on halftone technique. However, in this paper we make use of a technique known as dithering [26] . It makes use of certain amount of black and white pixels in the form of patterns in order to achieve the grayscale. The percentages of black and white pixels represent different grayness. The process of halftoning is to map the pixels of gray scale from the original image into the black pixels with patterns. However, this process needs lot of memory. To overcome this problem, we use dithering matrix which a kind of integer matrix. The halftoning process is described in algorithm 1 and the halftoned patterns of dithering matrix with gray levels 0 to 9 is visualized in fig. 6 . 
III. Main Idea Of Proposed Evcs
The main idea in the proposed EVCS is to use the VCS to encode secret image. Then generating covering shares with visual meaning that are ready for embedding. Afterwards embedding the random shared into covering shares that have been generated earlier. This process is known as embedded process. The extraction process is very simple. A subset of covering shares is stacked in order to get the original image.
IV. Generating Covering Shares By Using The Dithering Matrices
This section describes a procedure to construct covering shares by using n original shares. Dithering matrix is the technique used to achieve this. N numbers of dithering matrices are developed. Covering shares are obtained by Halftoning technique.
V. Embedding Vcs Into The Covering Shares
Once meaningful covering shares are generated using the dithering matrices, the realization of embedding process is described in algorithm 2 as shown in fig. 8 .
Algorithm 2: The embedding process: Input:
The covering shares constructed in Section IV, the corresponding VCS(C0,C1) with pixel expansion and the secret image I . Output: The embedded shares e0, e1,..,en-1
Step 1: Dividing the covering shares into blocks that contain t(≥m) sub pixels each.
Step 2: Choose m embedding positions in each block in the n covering shares.
Step 3: For each black (respectively, white) pixel in I, randomly choose a share matrix M € C1 (respectively, M € C0).
Step 4: Embed the m sub pixels of each row of the share Matrix M into the m embedding positions chosen in Step 2.
Fig. 8: Embedding Process
Embedding process is described in fig. 8 . According to this embedding does mean that the pixels found in the embedding positions are replaced by share matrix's sub pixels. First of all the covering share is divided into blocks and sub pixels. In case if the pq is not multiple of t, padding is applied. In each t sub pixels, m positions are chosen. Such positions are known as embedding positions in this paper. All of the embedding positions must be same in order to support decode secret image correctly. By stacking embedded shares, the unused sub pixels are always black. The m pixels that are not participated in embedding process can recover secret image as part of VCS. The embedding process is visualized in the following figure. As can be seen in the above figure, it is evident that first of all original VCS encryption is applied on secret image in order to generate random shares which have no visual meaning. Then the converting shares are generated by taking some images as input. Afterwards, the random shares are embedded into covering shares by following steps given in algorithm 2. The result of the embedding is the collection of meaningful covering shares. By stacking a subset of covering shares, it is possible to obtain secret image as shown in fig. 9 .
VI. improving visual quality of the shares
In order to reduce black ratio, the steps given in fig. 10 are used.
The construction of the dithering matrix with reduced black ratio:
Step 1: Choose the m(<s) embedding positions in the starting dithering matrix, and denote the gray-levels in the embedding positions as(g0,…,gm-1) . Remove these positions from the universal set ς, and denote the new universal set asς1=(g0,g1,g2,…,gs-m-1), i.e., the rest gray-levels other than that in the embedding positions.
Step 2: Generate the covering subsets A1 for the universal setς1, by using the methods proposed in Section IV-A, where i=0,…,n-1.
Step 3: Convert the covering subsets into the dithering Matrix Di , by using the method proposed in Section IV-B, where i=0,…, n-1
Step 4: For each dithering matrix Di , swap the graylevels{g0,…,gm-1} in the embedding positions with gray-levels {s-IAiI -1,…s-IAiI -m} in a similar way as that of Construction 5. Denote the final dithering matrix as Di, where i=0,…., n-1. After the construction of the dithering matrix with reduced black ratio, the next needful step is the construction of the lcm(s,t)/s dithering by using steps provided in fig. 9 .
The construction of the lcm(s,t)/s dithering matrices for each input original share image for s≠t:
Step 1: Concatenate lcm(s,t)/s starting dithering matrices with entries, and divide these starting dithering matrices intolcm(s,t)/tblocks.
Step 2: Choose the m embedding positions in each block.
Step 3: Concatenate the lcm(s,t)/t blocks, and divide them Intolcm(s,t)/s dithering matrices.
Step 4: For each dithering matrix, remove the embedding positions, and the rest of the positions in each dithering matrix constitute the universal set for this dithering matrix.
Step 5: Generate the dithering matrixes according to Construction 6. The result of embedding process with different covering images which are meaningful is shown in fig. 11 . The original share images are pertaining to boat, ruler, lena, baboon, and airplane. The secret image is also shown in fig. 11 . 
VII. Experimental Results And Comparisons
For measuring visual quality of covering shares, we provide two numerical measurements which are well known. They are Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Universal Quality Index (UQI) [28] . The PSNR is defined as follows: PSNR = 10 log 255 2 
MSE
The results of the experiments with given measurements reveal that the proposed EVCS has competitive visual quality when compared with existing EVCS reviewed in the literature [15] - [17] , [20] , [18] , [29] , [21] , [30] . It can deal with gray scale images; pixel expansion is small; complementary share images are not required by the proposed scheme. These are the specific advantages of our scheme when compared with other EVCS.
VIII. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new scheme for construction of EVCS. This EVCS is realized by generating meaningful covering shares by embedding random shares into them. The qualified subset of meaningful covering shares can be stacked to obtain the original secret image that has been embedded. Two methods have been proposed to generate meaningful covering shares besides the method that improves visual quality of shares. The EVCS found in literature such as [15] - [17] , [20] , [18] , [29] , [21] , [30] are compared with our scheme and the results revealed that our scheme has particular advantages over the well-known EVCSs available. Some of the advantages of our scheme include the ability to work with gray scale images; pixel expansion is smaller; always secure; no necessity for complementary shares. General access structure can be applied and each participant needs only one share to be carried. The proposed scheme is flexible and there are trade-offs between visual quality and secret image pixel expansion and between visual quality and share pixel expansion. The experimental results revealed that the proposed scheme is capable of providing high visual quality of shares which is competitive when compared with other EVCSs reviewed in the literature.
